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Rollerball pen refill 97mm

All pen top-ups of this length are based on the Schmidt P8126 Capless Rollerball system. This is considered the russian ball without layers of standard length. Read more Read more Read more Read more © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Page 2Page 3Page 4 We offer free standard shipping with the purchase of more than USD99. We offer 2 types of shipments worldwide, standard
shipments and issued. 1. Standard• Post Air Certificate Mail • FREE for orders over USD99, a discount will be automatically applied to the total• Flat rate USD5.99• Delivered in 2-14 business days with follow-up (Asia: 2-7 business days; Rest of the world: 5-14 working days)• Applicable countries: World Cup 2. Issued• Tax service for Fedex• USD19.9 flat rate worldwide• Delivered in 3-5 working days•
Applicable countries: Most countries around the world, but if the service is not available for your country, please contact us and we could solve all products that can be ordered on our site are in stock and goods are usually shipped within a working day (except weekends/holidays). For more information about shipping, please see here. Return the store in confidence with our 30-day return policy. If for any
reason you are not completely satisfied with your purchase, you will be able to return any item in its original condition within 30 days of receipt and we will gladly provide you with a refund. For more information on returns, see here. Although the tips may look the same, a rollerball pen top-up is very different than a pen top-up. For starters, cartridge shapes are not compatible with the other pencil. If you try to
put a pen on a roller ball and vice versa, the pen will not close properly and you will not write. It is similar to buying the wrong model ink cartridge for the printer. The other main difference is ink - a roller ball ink cartridge contains liquid ink flowing on paper just as the spring's pen ink would. A roller pen requires a lid to prevent the cartridge from drying out. Pen reloads use a thicker paste ink and require more
pressure to produce a dark mark on the paper. Pros: The ink flows smoothly for a darker, paper-rich brand. Less tension at hand. Cons: Less convenient as most rollerball pens need caps. More likely to dry prematurely. Shorter cartridge life. Some pen makers, such as Delta and Retro 51, handmade pens that use a recharge of reel balls without caps, which produces the same effects of a soft and rich
rollerball ink, but does not dry and can be retractable. Another popular alternative to the tip of the roller ball is the cartridge Felt tip ink (also called fineliner, fiber tip or porous dot pen top-up) which is similar to an ultrafine Sharpie pen. Felt top-ups only need the lightest touch on paper to make a soft, rich mark. Widely used in most pens of capped roller balls, the safety ceramic pen replacement, also known
as the Schmidt 888 ceramic recharge, is characterized by a long cylinder that comes abruptly abruptly a point at one end and is flat on the contrary, the end not written. Sometimes they have other brands, or other marks on the barrel, but as long as the size is the same, it will work for your pen. Most brand top-ups such as Waterford, ACME, etc. are manufactured at the same plant in Germany and are
interchangeable, meaning they will fit into a variety of roller pens. Pen Brands That Fit Ceramic Rollerball Pen Refills : Aldo Domani, ACME, Aurora, Bexley, Brossert &amp; &amp; Erhard, Colibri, Delta, Diplomat, Elysee, Faber Castell, Foray Focus, Hauser, Inoxcrom, Itoya, Jean Pierre Lepine, Krone, Marlen, Montegrappa, Monteverde, Nettuno, OMAS, Retro 51, Rotring, Schmidt, Schneider, Sensa,
Stipula, Visconti, Yafa. Standard recharge of ceramic roller balls: ACME, Caran d'Ache, Monteverde, Schmidt, Sheaffer (Slim), Visconti The Schmidt P8126 Rollerball top-up is shorter and shapely with a small piece of plastic hat at the end of the writing tip. It has the same fluid ink that is specially formulated to remain without caps. Retro 51 Tornado and Delta rollerball pens are best known for using this
type of recharging. It allows the comfort of a spin action pen with the rich ink of fluid roller balls. Pen Brands that fit Schmidt P8126 Capless Rollerball Refill : Delta, Monteverde, Retro 51, OMAS. Short Schmidt P8126 Capless Rollerball Refills : ACME Studios, Schmidt Technologies, Retro 1951 His older brother, the 8216 Long Capless Rollerball, is commonly confused about being compatible with the short
version. It's easy to see why, as both look identical, save for length. That's why we like to put the measurements in our photos listed on this website. Recharging 8126 fits a smaller subset of pens that are normally covered. Some Sensa, OMAS and Retro 51 pens use this type of recharging cartridge. Chances are, if the roller ball is retractable, you wouldn't use the larger size. If you're not sure, take a quick
measurement to check the length of the cartridge. Long Schmidt 8126 Reload Roller Balls Without Caps: Schmidt Technologies, Retro 1951 Another Manufacturer - Rollerball Pen Specific Refills Cross Selectip Gel Rollerball Refill Waterman Rollerball Refill Parker Rollerball Refill Sheaffer Rollerball Refill (NOT SLIM) Pelikan Rollerball Refill Mont Blanc Rollerball Refill Lamy M62/63 Rollerball Pen Refill
Lamy M66 Retractable Rollerball Pen Refill 10000376 Kaweco Soul G2 ball point top-ups are the same size as the classic Parker-style ball point, so they fit all the pens that use this recharge. The G2 ball point and G2 roller ball top-ups can be changed to turn a pencil of a roller ball into a ball point. Pack 3 Length 97mm Lots available these days they accept either a Parker G2 style top-ups, a G2 pilot refill
(adds to the safe confusion) and the Hi-Tec C-style pilot top-ups. I thought I would try to come up with a list of spare parts that fit into these categories. This is by no means a list, but you have to provide a lot of options for your favorite pens not source. There are so many potential options for a Parker-style top-up (which annoyingly is also known as a G2 although it doesn't necessarily support a PILOT G2-
style pen). The G2 recharge is 98 mm long and has an approximate diameter of 5.8 mm in the main canyon. Parker Style Refills Here is a list of most (but probably not all) Parker-style top-ups: Diplomat EasyFLOW Ballpoint Pen Refill Faber-Castle Ballpoint Pen Refill Faber-Castle Scribero Gel Ink Refill Fisher Space Pen Refill, PR Series- Colors (Bold, Medium, Fine) Fisher Space Pen – Universal
Ballpoint Refill Foray (Office Depot) Ball knitting by Parker (Medium) Itoya Aquaroller Refill (0.7 and 1.0mm) Kaweco Soul G2 Refill 1.0mm Kaweco Sport Roller Ball Pen Refill Moleskine Ballpoint Refill Moleskine Gel Refill (0.5 and 0.7 mm) Moleskine Roller Gel Fluorescent Refills Monteverde Ceramic Gel Refill (Broad) Monteverde Needle Point Refill (Fine) Monteverde Soft Roll- Color inks (medium)
Monteverde Soft Roll- (Superbroad, Medium, Ultrafine) OHTO Needle Point Pen Pen Refill PS-807NP OHTO PS-205NP Extra-Fine 0.5mm Pen Refill Ballpoint Paraphernalia Pen Refill NO LOGO Parker Ballpoint Pen Refill (Width, Medium , Fi) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium, Medium, Fine) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow
Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium, Medium) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium, Medium) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Penpoint (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium, Medium) GEL Parker Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint , Average) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill
(Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill (Average, Medium, Fine) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium, Average) Parker GEL Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Parker Quinkflow Ballpoint , Well) Giant Pen Pelikan Refill 337 (Width, End, Medium) Pentel KFLT8 Pen Pen Refill Platignum Standard Pen Refill
Press Parker-Style G2 Gel Refill (0.4 , 0.5 and 0.7 mm) Retro 51 Tornado Roller Ball Refills (REF5P) (Made by Schmidt) Schmidt 9000M EasyFlow Pen Refill Schmidt P8126 Roller Ball Without Caps (Fine) Schmidt P8900 Super Bowl Refill (Fine) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Re Schmidt P8900 Schmidt P8900 Super Bowl Refill (Fine) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Refill (Broad) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint
Pen Refill (Width) Schmidt P8900 Super Bowl Refill (Fine) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Refill (Broad) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Refill (Width) Schmidt P8900 Super Bowl Refill (Fine) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Refill (Broad) Schmidt P900 B Pen Refill (Width) Schmidt P8900 Super Bowl Refill (Fine) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Refill (Broad) Schmidt P900 B Ballpoint Pen Refill (Broad) Schmidt
P9 , Medium, Fi) Schmidt P950M Megaline Pressurized Ballpoint Pen Refill (Medium) Schneider Express 735 Pen Refill (Width, Medium, Fine) Schneider Slider 755 Pen Refill (Extra-Broad, Medium) STABILO EASYgel Refill Stabilo Ballpoint Refill Tombow BR-ZLM Ballpoint Pen Refill Visconti Pen Pen Refill AA49 1.4 (width) Visconti Gel Refill (Width) , Medium, well) Mike Rohde of sketchnoting fame
hacked into a Pentel Energel recharge (usually a G-2-size recharge pilot) to fit into his Retro 51 by trimming the end of the recharge to be the right size. If you are willing to experiment, other spare parts can also survive this type of hack. I hacked the end of a few top-ups in my time to make them fit as well. Just grab a craft knife or utility or a sturdy pair of scissores, line up the old recharge and the new
spare and sniper. Voila. If you like a particular type of pen recharging, you can also lengthen a recharge too short by adding a little plastic tube at the end of the barrel. Fine people from Karas Kustoms provide a plastic tube length with their Render K, RETRAKT and BOLT pens that could be used with other brands as well or you could cut a section of an empty plastic recharge by a new recharge to adapt.
The best source I found for all Parker-style top-ups was Cult Pens in the UK. They have more than 30 different styles of Parker-style spare parts. Another option is Refill the search engine. G2/Schmidt/Euro Rollerball (and the like) Top-ups: The Euro G2-style top-up (very similar to pilot G2, but not always the same because of the plastic house around the metal tip shaft). In some pens with enough
clarification, they can be exchanged, but from their pen has tight inner clearance, some Japanese spare parts (highlighted in orange) will not be interchangeable with European counterparts. It is also described as the Schmidt/ Euro Rollerball top-up size are about 110mm long: Caran d'Ache Fibre Tip Refill Caran d'Ache Rollerball Refill Faber-Castell Rollerball Pen Refill Faber-Castell Fineliner Pen Refill
FORAY (Office Depot) Refill by Schmidt Rollerball Kaweco Soul Recharge G2 Kaweco G2 Gel Roller Pen Refill Hi-Tec-C Cavalier Recharge Monteverde Fineliner Refill G52 Monteverde Ceramics Rollerball Recharge W22 Monteverde Molla Refill G62 OHTO Ceramic Rollerball Pen Recharge OHTO F-300 Fude Refill Black Pentel LR 7 Energel Pilot Frixion Erasable Gel Pilot Juice (removed from plastic
retractable pen) Pilot G2 Pilot LP2RF Gel Refill (Juice Charging Code) Press Roller Refill (0.5mm and 0.7mm) Schmidt Capless Rollerball 8126 and 8127 (the models shorter can work with an extension cut) Schmidt 6040 FineLiner refill Schmidt 888 Safety Rollingball Ceramic Plastic Recharge Schmidt 5888 Safety RollingBall Ceramic Metal Tube Recharge Schmidt 5285 Safety Tube Rolling PinPoint
Schneider Topball 850 Pen Refill Schneider Topliner 970 Pen Refill Sheaffer Fineliner Refill Visconti Rollerball Pen Refill AA40 0.7 Zebra JT Refill Zebra Clip Refill (removed from plastic retractable pen) Using a spring around the tip of the recharge will help stabilize these. Use either the spring provided by your pen maker or steal one from a retractable plastic pen body to get the perfect fit. Cult Pens has a
large selection of these spare parts in its Euro Refills section. Hi-Tec C Refills Pilot: The Hi-Tec C Pilot-style spare parts list doesn't look as extensive as the other recharging styles, but the Hi-Tec C line has a wide assortment of color options and lace widths to provide a variety. Hi-Tec C Pilot top-ups can be purchased individually or released from any Pilot Hi-Tec C pen including the Maica line. Pilot Hi-Tec
C (available at 0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5) Pilot G-Tec C (like the Hi-Tec C but renamed for the American/European market) Uni-ball Signo UM-100 Gel Uni-ball Signo DX UM-151 Gel Uni-ball Signo Broad UM-153 Gel I found that uni-ball signo spare parts may need to be slightly cut adapt but they work very well. Simply use scissores, an artisanal knife or a blade to shorten the length to match the original length. I
release sign top-ups of plastic pens that are located around my office, as well as occasionally buying suitable spare parts. D1 Top-ups: Seeds Seeds D1 size top-ups. These are the super slim ones and are used in multiple pens and mini pens. The Sharbo-X is a great example as is the Retro 51 Tornado Touch. The D-1 mini spare parts are about 66-67mm long and there are quite a few recharging styles
to fit into these pens: Acme Black 4FP Four-Function Pen Ballpoint Pen Refill Acme Highlighter 4FP Four-Function Function Multi Functional Pen Refill Aurora Mini Medium Point Ballpoint Pen Refill Cara d'ache Ecridor XS Mini recharge cross matrix pen refill cross pen pen Pen Pen Refill Kaweco D1 Soul Ballpoint Refill Monteverde Soft Roll Ballpoint Pen Refill – D1 (628) Ohto R-4C7NP Point Stiletto Point
Ballcharging Parker Mini Ballpoint Refills Parker Vector 3-in-1 Ballpoint Refills Pelikan 38 Ballpoint Refills Pilot BRF-8M Ballpoint Pen Refill Platinum BSP-60 Platinum Series BSP-100 Retro 1951 D-1 Ballpoint Refill Rotring Tikky 3-in-1 2-Color Ballpoint Refill Tombow VS Ballpoint Pen Refill – D1 Uni SXR-200 Jetstream Ballpoint Refill Multi Pen (0.5 and 0.7mm) Zebra 4C-0.7 Pen Refill Zebra Sharbo X
Ballpoint Multi Pen Refill Component – D1 Zebra Sharbo X Gel Ink Multi Pen Refill Component (0.4 and 0.5mm) – D1 Another option to consider: Tofty on Shapeways creates 3D printed sleeves for many proprietary top-ups that allow you to use a D1 top-up instead of the hardest to find Lamy, Diplomat, Caran d'Ache and others. You will also work to make a custom 3D printed sleeve to meet your needs if
you send an email directly. I have ordered several pieces of it and they work very well and have allowed me to use the zebra Sharbo-X extra fine ice spare parts in my Fisher Space Pens. This is the 21st century hacking pen at its best! Great thanks to Dan to Karas Kustoms for giving me his list as a starting point. Thanks to The Pen Place in Kansas City for letting me try a lot of spare parts. The rest of my
information came from Jet Pens, Cult Pens and Refill Finder. Monteverde is modifying some of its spare parts to fit pens with more proprietary sizes like Lamy. Lamy is the most finicky of all pens. If you have good alternatives for recharging lamy roller balls and pens, let me know. Don't forget to check the local office supply or pen store (even the big box stores) and play around with the pens and top-ups
you have. You'd be surprised what might work. I'm working on a handy printable pocket guide to all these pen charging options but I want to make sure I haven't left anything out or got anything wrong. So let me know which of these spare parts work for you and they don't. Note: I have not tested each recharge with each pencil so that its results may vary. Please leave notes in the comments about your
favorite and top-up combination for other readers. Thank you! Thank you! Thank you!
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